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2A Disconnect With Fiduciary 
Responsibility
April 3, 2006
Mitchell Vogel – President, Board of Trustees, State Universities Retirement System of Illinois
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3“I should be introduced as 
Dr. Doom!”
Opening statement of Norm Losk of Gabriel Roeder Smith
and Company when he presented the 2005 Illinois SURS 
Actuarial valuation.  
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4CAUSES
 Under funding
 Under funding
Under funding
 Changing demographics
 Disconnect on the definition  
of fiduciary responsibility
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8“That is where the money is.”
When asked why he robbed banks, Willie Sutton replied:
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10
Civic Federation’s Solution 
 Flaws in Current Board of Composition
 The majority of board members are 
employees and retirees
 They favor employee and annuitant 
interests
From the Civic Federation of Chicago - February 29, 2006
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Their Solution
We Need Independent 
Citizen Representation
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Definition of Trustees
Illinois State Law defines trustees as 
“fiduciaries” i.e. those required to make 
decisions in the best interest of their 
members. 
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Our Role in Closing the Disconnect
 First and foremost, Boards should not abandon their fiduciary 
responsibility
 Treat under funded liabilities as any debt. It must be taken out of the 
budgetary process. Payments must be automatically made.
 Legislatively, make the solvency of our funds a top priority.
 Find ways to encourage longer service of employees at the bargaining 
table.
 Work with other pension organizations and citizen groups
 Utilize pension funds for the good of the general economy
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